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Abstract. In this research, the geometrical structures of
tilted current sheet and tail flapping waves have been analysed based on multiple spacecraft measurements and some
features of the tilted current sheets have been made clear for
the first time. The geometrical features of the tilted current
sheet revealed in this investigation are as follows: (1) The
magnetic field lines (MFLs) in the tilted current sheet are
generally plane curves and the osculating planes in which the
MFLs lie are about vertical to the equatorial plane, while the
normal of the tilted current sheet leans severely to the dawn
or dusk side. (2) The tilted current sheet may become very
thin, the half thickness of its neutral sheet is generally much
less than the minimum radius of the curvature of the MFLs.
(3) In the neutral sheet, the field-aligned current density becomes very large and has a maximum value at the center of
the current sheet. (4) In some cases, the current density is a
bifurcated one, and the two humps of the current density often superpose two peaks in the gradient of magnetic strength,
indicating that the magnetic gradient drift current is possibly
responsible for the formation of the two humps of the current
density in some tilted current sheets. Tilted current sheets
often appear along with tail current sheet flapping waves. It
is found that, in the tail flapping current sheets, the minimum
curvature radius of the MFLs in the current sheet is rather
large with values around 1 RE , while the neutral sheet may
be very thin, with its half thickness being several tenths of
RE . During the flapping waves, the current sheet is tilted
substantially, and the maximum tilt angle is generally larger
than 45◦ . The phase velocities of these flapping waves are
several tens km/s, while their periods and wavelengths are
several tens of minutes, and several earth radii, respectively.
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These tail flapping events generally last several hours and occur during quiet periods or periods of weak magnetospheric
activity.
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Introduction

Since the discovery of the magnetotail neutral sheet (NS)
(Ness, 1965), which is the region where the magnetic field reverses its direction, extensive investigations have been made
in this field. One significant feature of the tail current sheet
(CS) is that it may have flapping motion in the north-south
direction (Speiser and Ness, 1967; Toichi and Miyazaki,
1976; Lui et al., 1978). This flapping motion of the current
sheet may have a wavy profile either along the tail direction
(Speiser, 1973) or along the dawn-dusk direction (Lui et al.,
1978, 1984). Some attempts have been made to study the
origin and natures of the CS flapping with single spacecraft
or two spacecraft measurements (e.g. Toyichi and Miyasaki,
1976; Fairfield et al., 1981; McComas et al., 1986; Sergeev
et al., 1993). Toichi and Miyazaki (1976) have argued that
the tail flapping motion is possibly caused by the penetration
of IMF Alfvénic waves into magnetotail or the Pc5 geomagnetic pulsation. The four spacecraft measurements of Cluster mission (Escoubet et al., 2001) can separate the spatial
and temporary variations of physical processes so as to provide more opportunities to explore the natures of the complicated tail current sheet. Zhang et al. (2002), Runov et
al. (2003), and Sergeev et al. (2003, 2004), have reported on
the low-frequency oscillations of the tail current sheet which
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they have argued are generated by some impulsive source
in the center of tail and propagating toward the flanks with
velocities of a few tens km/s. Joint observations of Double
Star Project (Liu et al., 2005) and Cluster (Escoubet et al.,
2001) revealed that kink-like waves along the Y-axis can be
observed at the geocentric distance of 11–19 RE (Zhang et
al., 2005). The locations of the occurrence of the tail flapping motion may be in the range −11 RE >X>−30 RE (Lui
et al., 1978; Sergeev et al., 1993, 2006; Runov et al., 2005a).
Sergeev et al. (2006) have found statistically that, similar to
BBFs, current sheet flapping events tend to occur at the center of tail, but these two processes have no one-to-one local
correspondence. Some theoretical explanations to the causes
of CS flapping motion have been proposed (Nakagawa and
Nishida, 1989; Golovchanskaya and Maltsev, 2005; Malova
et al., 2007; Erkaev et al., 2008). Nakagawa and Nishida
(1989) have suggested that the kink-like waves propagating
towards the flanks might be excited by the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability at the plasma sheet. Golovchanskaya and Maltsev
(2005) have argued the flapping motions could be the eigen
oscillation of the plasma confined in the curvilinear magnetic
field in the plasma sheet. Malova et al. (2007) have speculated the flapping wave might be induced by the asymmetric
ion flow in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Erkaev
et al. (2008) have interpreted it as a new kind of MHD wave
related to a coexistence of two gradients of the tangential and
normal magnetic field components of the current sheet.
The features of the tilted CS associated with the tail CS
flapping motion have drawn much attention and are still under investigation. For the conventional tail current sheet (Lui,
2004, and the references therein), its normal is approximately
along the south-north direction and the current sheet is almost parallel to the equatorial plane. The osculating planes
of the magnetic field lines (MFLs) in the CS are about vertical to the equatorial plane (Shen et al., 2003) and the current inside of the CS is duskward and also cross-wise to the
field. We may call this type of CS a normal current sheet.
Sometimes, the normal current sheet may be approximated
with Harris model (Harris, 1962; Lui, 2004; Thompson et
al., 2005). The tail CS flapping motion may change the
orientation of the current sheet and lead to the formation
of the tilted current sheet (Sergeev et al., 2003, 2004; Volwerk et al., 2003; Runov et al., 2005a, b, 2006; Nakamura
et al., 2006; Petrukovich et al., 2006). For the tilted current
sheet associated with the tail flapping motion, its normal deviates from the northern direction and sometimes the tilted
current sheet can be nearly vertical to the equatorial plane.
Petrukovich et al. (2006) have argued that the tilted current
sheet is caused by the slippage of the magnetic flux tubes in
the flapping plasma sheet and found that the magnetic amplitude and magnetic gradient are approximately proportional
to the steepness of the current sheet.
Nevertheless the 3-D magnetic geometry of the flapping
current sheet is still not so clear. Obviously, in order to resolve this issue, new analysis methods should be employed
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008
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to better reveal the detailed quantitative properties of the
tilted current sheet. Here we will take advantage of Cluster
multiple-point observations to quantitatively and explicitly
investigate the features of the tilted current sheets, such as
the geometric structure of the MFLs (including their curvature, binormal, etc.), the orientation of the current sheet, and
the current density distribution in the tilted current sheets.
The nature of tail flapping motions has also been explored
and their possible mechanism has been given.
2

Analysis on the magnetic features of tilted
current sheet

The four-point observations of Cluster have offered an excellent and unprecedented opportunity to study magnetospheric
dynamics (Escoubet et al., 2001). With Cluster magnetic
measurements (Balogh et al., 2001) and the previously developed multiple point data analysis methods (Chanteur, 1998;
Harvey, 1998; Dunlop and Woodward, 1998; Dunlop et al.,
2002; Shen et al., 2003, 2007a, b, 2008a, b; Shi et al., 2005,
2006; Sonnerup et al., 2008), the current density, magnetic
gradient and magnetic field geometry, and motion of the
sheet, can be found. The actual structures of the tail current sheet can often be revealed as distinct from the temporal
variations.
To illustrate the main features of magnetic geometry of
the tilted current sheet, two typical cases have been studied
in details in Sect. 2.1. In Sect. 2.2, the properties of the tail
flapping waves have been investigated.
2.1

Features of the tilted current sheet

In this section, we will analyse two single tilted current sheet
crossing events on 5 August 2001 and 3 August 2004 and uncover the general geometrical features of this kind of current
sheet by using newly developed, multi-point data analysis approaches (Shen et al., 2003, 2007a, b, 2008a). In this study,
the magnetic field data of the Cluster four spacecraft have
a time resolution of 4 s, where GSM coordinates are used
here. It is useful to define the spherical coordinate for any
vector direction (θ, ϕ) in the frame of GSM. The coordinate
θ (0◦ ≤θ≤180◦ ) is the angle between the positive z-axis and
the vector direction, and referred to as the polar angle; The
coordinate φ (0◦ ≤φ<360◦ ) is the angle between the positive x-axis and the line from the vector direction projected
onto the xy-plane, and referred to as the azimuth angle. For
example, the dawn direction or −y-direction is at θ=90◦ and
ϕ=270◦ , while the dusk direction or +y direction is at θ=90◦
and ϕ=90◦ .
2.1.1

Case on 5 August 2001

We first investigate the crossing event of current sheet on 5
August 2001 around 17:42∼17:47 UT. During this event, the
upstream interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is northward,
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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Fig. 1a. The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during one Cluster crossing event on 5 August 2001. Panel 1: the magnetic field
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and the magnetospheric activity is very weak with a rather
12
low AE index. At the time of this event, Cluster is about
19.3 RE away from the Earth center and the polar angle and
azimuthal angles of its position in GSM are (θ, ϕ)=(85◦ ,
206◦ ), respectively. The Cluster tetrahedron was nearly regwww.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/

ular, and the averaged distance between its nodes and the
barycenter is about 1200 km.
The magnetic structure of this current sheet is shown in
Fig. 1a and b. Panels 1–3 of Fig. 1a show the variation of
magnetic field as the spacecraft cross the tilted current sheet.
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008
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Fig. 1b. The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during one Cluster crossing event on 5 August 2001. Panel 1: the magnetic field
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When Cluster crosses the tail current sheet from the Northern Hemisphere into the Southern Hemisphere, the measured
magnetic field vector points earthward at northern side, then
northward at the center of the current sheet (its polar angle
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008

θB ≈15◦ ), and finally tailward at the southern side, manifesting the typical features of the MFLs of current sheet. At
the center of the current sheet, the magnetic strength drops
to the minimum value of Bmin ≈2.9 nT. According to earlier
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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investigations (Shen et al., 2007a), the neutral√sheet (NS) can
be defined as the region within which B≤ 2Bmin , where
Bmin is the minimum value of the magnetic strength at the
center of the current sheet. Within the NS defined above,
the magnetic field vector rotates about 90◦ totally from one
boundary to another of the NS (Shen et al., 2008b). Because
the main rotation of the magnetic vector occurs within the
NS, we may regard the NS as the magnetic vector rotation
layer in the current sheet. In Fig. 1a, the boundaries of the
neutral sheet are marked by two vertical black lines, and the
center of the neutral sheet/current sheet is denoted by a vertical red line.
Panels 4–6 of Fig. 1a show the features of the geometry
of the MFLs in the current sheet. As seen in panel 4, the
minimum curvature radius of the MFLs appears in NS, that
is ∼0.28 RE =1784 km. Note that the magnetic unit vector
b̂ (b̂=B/B), curvature ρ c (ρ c =(b̂·∇)b̂), and the binormal
N̂ (N̂ =b̂×ρ c / b̂×ρ c ) are orthogonal to each other (Shen
et al., 2003). Panels 5 and 6 show that the curvature points
towards earth when approaching NS, while the direction of
binormal in the NS is duskward continuously with its polar angle and azimuthal angles (θN , ϕN )=(102◦ , 107◦ ), implying that the MFLs of the current sheet are almost plane
curves and their osculating planes vertical to the equatorial
plane. The topology of a single magnetic field line is nearly
the same as that in a normal current sheet (see the Fig. 5 of
Shen et al., 2003).
Panels 7–8 of Fig. 1a show the properties of the gradient of
the magnetic strength. The direction of the magnetic gradient
can reflect the normal of the CS approximately (Shen et al.,
2003, 2007b, 2008). Panels 7 and 8 show that n̂gB (i.e. the
direction of ∇B) is (46◦ , 298◦ ) at the northern side (Bx >0)
and (139◦ , 87◦ ) at the southern side (Bx <0), yielding that
the normal n̂ of the CS/NS is approximately (44◦ ,283◦ ). In
addition, at the center of the current sheet ∇B reverses its
direction and its value minimizes.
We may estimate the thickness of the current sheet (Shen,
2007) based on the knowledge of ∇B crossing the current
sheet yielded from Cluster multi-point measurements. The
half thickness, H , of the current sheet may be expressed as
Z H
Z B0
H=
dZ=
dB/ |∇B|≈(B0 −Bmin )/ h|∇B|i , (1)
0

Bmin

where B0 is the magnetic strength in the lobes, and h|∇B|i
is the average of |∇B|. For this current sheet, B0 ≈18 nT,
Bmin ≈2.9 nT, and h|∇B|i ≈18 nT/RE . Thus from Eq. (1)
we get the half thickness of this current sheet as H ≈0.8 RE .
Panels 2–6 of Fig. 1b show the other features of the magnetic rotation. Panel 2 shows that the main rotations of the
magnetic field occur within the neutral sheet. In order to
measure the spatial rotation of the magnetic vector quantitatively, we have developed the magnetic rotation analysis
(MRA) method (Shen et al., 2007a, 2008). Based on 4 point
magnetic field measurements, MRA yields that the magnetic
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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1/2

vector B has the maximum rotation rate µ1 along ê(1) ,
1/2
the median rotation rate µ2 along ê(2) and the minimum
1/2
rotation rate µ3 along ê(3) , where ê(1) , ê(2) and ê(3) are
three characteristic eigenvectors of the magnetic field. For
an ideal, one-dimensional boundary, e.g. one current sheet,
its normal is just parallel to the first eigenvector ê(1) , and
along the normal direction the magnetic vector has the max1/2
imum rotation rate µ1 (Shen et al., 2007a, 2008). It can
be seen in panel 2 of Fig. 1b that, the maximum rotation rate
1/2
of the magnetic field vector is µ1 ≈1.8π/RE , much larger
1/2
than the medium rotation rateµ2 and the minimum rotation
1/2
rate µ3 , implying that this tilted CS is approximately a 1-D
structure with By and Bz being constant approximately. By
using the previously developed method (Shen et al., 2007a),
the half thickness of the one-dimensional NS can be estimated from the magnetic rotation rate as
1/2

h ≈ 1/µ1 max .

(2)

For this current sheet, the largest maximum rotation rate
1/2
µ1 max ≈1.8π/RE ; therefore, the half thickness of this NS
1/2
is h≈1/µ1 max ≈(1.8π/RE )−1 ≈1130 km≈0.18 RE . Another
approach for determining the half thickness of the onedimensional NS is based on the Ampere’s Law (Shen et al.,
2008b), that is
hj =

Bmin
,
µ0 hj i

(3)

where hj i is the averaged current density within the
NS. In this NS, Bmin ≈2.9 nT, hj i ≈0.0026 µA/m2 ,
thus
the
half
thickness
of
the
NS
is
Thus, the half
hj ≈Bmin /(µ0 hj i)≈890 km≈0.14 RE .
thicknesses of the NS yielded from the two different methods are very near. Obviously, the half thickness of the NS
is much less than the half-thickness H (0.8 RE as above
deduced) of the CS. The eigenvector direction of µ1 , µ2 , µ3
are shown in panels 3–5, respectively. The first eigenvector
e(1) is (θe1 , ϕe1 )≈(42◦ , 287◦ ) at the center of the NS, which
is the normal direction of this tilted CS (Shen et al., 2007a).
This is consistent with the judgment from the magnetic
gradient as above. Thus, this tilted CS leans to the dawn side
by about 42◦ .
The velocity of the NS along the normal direction relative to the spacecraft could be estimated as
2h 2×1127 km
Vn ≈ 1t
= 221 s ≈10.2 km/s, where 1t is the time for
Cluster crossing the neutral sheet. This result also agrees
with that estimated by curvature investigation method
(∼9 km/s) (Shen et al., 2003). Due to the much smaller velocity of the spacecraft (∼1.1 km/s), it is reasonable to interpret Vn as the absolute normal flapping velocity.
It will be meaningful to define clearly one parameter to
measure the slipping between the magnetic field lines in the
tilted current sheet. Here we may define the slipping angle
(or tilt angle) δ of the tilted current sheet as the angle between
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008

slipping angle of about δ ≈ 54o , in which the current flows duskward and northward.
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The MFLs in this thin current sheet are plane curves which are about vertical toC.the

equatorial plane. The normal of this current sheet is about ( 44° , 283° ). The half width
Table 1. The parameters in the center of the NS of the two TCS.

of this tilted current sheet is H ≈ 0.8 RE , the half thickness of the neutral sheet is
TCS
R
about (RhE ≈
event
)

(θ , ϕ)

Bmin

b̂

N̂

ê(1) (n̂)

n̂ by

Rc,min

2.9

(13◦ , 103◦ )

(102◦ , 107◦ )

(42◦ , 287◦ )

(44◦ , 283◦ )

0.31

7.7

(8.7◦ , 269◦ )

(83◦ , 114◦ )

(89◦ , 115◦ )

(89.6◦ , 111◦ )

1.8

µ

1/2

j

γB

γN

δ≈
90◦ −ε

h
(RE )

hj
(RE )

1.7

0.0026

36◦

54◦

51◦

0.18

0.14

1.6

0.0047

16◦

75◦

83.3◦

0.20

0.20

1 max
0.19
RE , and
the|∇B|
center(REof) the
is 2 )
in GSM
(nT)the minimum curvature radius at∇B/
(π/RNS
(µA/m
E)

5 Aug
19.3
(85◦ , 206◦ )
2001
Rc , min ≈ 0.31R◦E . ◦
3 Aug
19.1
(87 , 211 )
2004

two humps of the current density are in correlated with the
two peaks of the gradient of magnetic strength, ∇B (panel 7
of Fig. 1a). This may imply the contribution of the gradient drift motion of the particles. Within the neutral sheet,
jz >0 and jB >0, so the current density has a positive Z component and a positive field-aligned component, implying the
current sheet leans southward at the dawn side. Within the
neutral sheet, the field-aligned component jB of the current
density contributes a significant part of the total current density. The angle γB of the current direction from the magnetic
field direction decreases to γB ≈36.8◦ (<90◦ ) at the center of
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the geometrical structure of the
the neutral sheet. The angle γN between the current density
tilted current sheet during the Cluster crossing event on 5 August
Fig.2
Schematic
illustration
of
the
geometrical
structure
of the
tilted N̂current
and
the
binormal
is rather stable in the neutral sheet, and
2001 viewed toward the earth. The dashed line denotes the central
γN ≈54◦ at the center. The angle ε between the first e(1) and
plane of the current sheet. The red arrow represents the current
sheet The
during
the Cluster
crossingfield
event
onMFLs
5 Aug
2001
the
the toward
binormal
N̂ earth.
of the The
MFLs varies as Cluster crosses the curdensity.
directions
of the magnetic
in the
have
beenviewed
marked in the figure. Several geometrical parameters of the current
rent sheet, and its averaged value in the neutral sheet is 141◦ ,
sheet are shown. ẑGSM and ϕ̂GSM are the base vectors along the z
which yields a slipping angle of about δ≈ |90◦ −ε| ≈51◦ .
15
axis and azimuthal directions in GSM coordinates, respectively.
The parameters of this tilted current sheet are summarized
in Table 1. Figure 2 demonstrates the geometrical configuration of the tilted current sheet during the Cluster crossing
the normal of the current sheet (e(1) ) and the plane of the
event on 5 August 2001. In short, this is a tilted current sheet
MFLs in the NS, that is the complementary angle of the angle
with a slipping angle of about δ≈54◦ , in which the current
ε between e(1) and the binormal N̂of the MFLs (see Fig. 2),
flows duskward and northward. The MFLs in this thin curi.e.,
rent sheet are plane curves which are about vertical to the
δ ≈ 90◦ − ε ,
(4)
equatorial plane. The normal of this current sheet is about
(44◦ , 283◦ ). The half width of this tilted current sheet is
the slipping angle (or tilt angle) δ can also be defined equivH ≈0.8 RE , the half thickness of the neutral sheet is about
alently as the angle γN between the current density vector
h≈0.19 RE , and the minimum curvature radius at the center
−1
(j =µ0 ∇×B) and the binormal N̂ of the MFLs in the NS
of
the NS is Rc,min ≈0.31 RE .
(see Fig. 2), i.e.,
δ ≈ γN .

(5)

When the slipping angle δ=0◦ , there is no tilting and it is
a normal current sheet; if the slipping angle δ=90◦ , it is a
vertical current sheet.
Panels 6–9 of Fig. 1b show the distribution of the current
density in this thin current sheet. (Note that [b̂,ρ c /ρc ,N̂] constitute the local natural orthogonal coordinates on the MFLs
(Shen et al., 2003, 2007a, 2008).) It is remarkable that for
this tilted current sheet the current density has a bifurcated
profile (Runov et al., 2003; Zelenyi et al., 2004; Asano et
al., 2005; Nakamura et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2006),
and the two humps of the current density appear at about the
two boundaries of the neutral sheet. It is also noted that the
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008

2.1.2

Case on 3 August 2004

Figure 3a and 3b show another tilted current sheet crossing
event on 3 August 2004. Cluster is at 19.1 RE geocentric distance, and its position angle in GSM is (86.6◦ , 211◦ ), so that
this tilted CS appears lies near equatorial plane at a local time
of about 02:00 LT. During this period, the AE index is about
150 nT and the magnetic activity is quiet. The two boundaries of the neutral sheet are at 09:10:00 and 09:14:06 UT,
respectively, as marked as two vertical black lines, and the
center of the neutral sheet /current sheet is at 09:13:00 UT,
denoted by a vertical red line, where the magnetic strength
has a minimum value.
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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Fig. 3a. The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during one Cluster crossing event on 3 August 2004. The format of the figure is
the same as Fig.Figure
1a. 3a The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during one Cluster crossing event on 3 Aug 2004. The format of the
figure ist the same as f Fig. 1a.

Panels 1–3 of Fig. 3a show the magnetic field in this current sheet. At the center of the current sheet, the magnetic
field points northward and has a minimum value. Panels 4–6
of Fig. 3a show the configuration of magnetic field lines in
this current sheet. As seen from panel 4 of Fig. 3a, the curvature radius of the MFLs in the neutral sheet is rather larger,
around 2 RE . Panel 6 shows that the curvature points earth-19
ward, and that the binormal of the MFLs in the CS is more or
less constant with a direction of (θN , ϕN )≈(83◦ , 114◦ ), indicating the MFLs in the current sheet are plane curves about

www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/

vertical to the equatorial plane. Panels 7–8 of Fig. 3a give
the features of the gradient of the magnetic strength, ∇B,
which has a minimum value in the center of the CS, and
reaches maximum values at the boundaries of the NS. The
direction of ∇B points towards dawnside at the northern side
(Bx >0) and duskside at the southern side (Bx <0) and it reverses its direction at the center of the CS. The direction angles (θgB , ϕgB ) of ∇B are (88.2◦ , 296◦ ) at the northern side
and (87.4◦ , 125◦ ) at the southern side, yielding the normal n̂
of the CS/NS as (89.6◦ , 111◦ ). Therefore, the normal n̂ of

Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008
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Fig. 3b. The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during one Cluster crossing event on 3 August 2004. The format of the figure is
the same as Fig. 1b.Figure 3b The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during one Cluster crossing event on 3 Aug 2004. The format of the
figure is the same as Fig. 1b.

the CS/NS is duskward and almost parallel to the binormal
N̂ of the MFLs. This CS is therefore nearly vertical to the
equatorial plane, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Panels 2–5 of Fig. 3b illustrate the properties of the magnetic rotation in this current sheet event on 3 August 2004.
The maximum magnetic rotation rate of the magnetic field
1/2
vector µ1 is much larger than the medium rotation rate
1/2
1/2
µ2 , while the minimum rotation rate µ3 is nearly zero.
Thus, this is a 1-D current sheet. The peak of the max1/2
imum magnetic rotation rate µ1 appears at the center of
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008
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the neutral sheet, so the magnetic field vector rotates fastest
at the center of the neutral sheet. The direction of e(1) is
constant in the NS and is about (89◦ , 115◦ ) at the center.
Thus, the normal n̂ of the CS/NS is (89.5◦ , 117◦ ), which
is in agreement with that reduced from the above calculation of∇B/ |∇B|. The half-thickness of the neutral sheet
1/2
is h≈1/µ1 max ≈(1.6π/RE )−1 ≈0.20 RE , indicating this vertical current sheet is very thin. In this NS, Bmin ≈7.7 nT,
hj i ≈0.0047 µA/m2 , so that the half thickness of the NS
can also be estimated by Ampere’s Law from Eq. (3) as
hj ≈Bmin /(µ0 hj i) ≈1300 km≈0.20 RE , which is almost the
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/

(see the lower panel in Fig. 5), the magnetic field (includin

at any fixed point of one MFL will not vary, so that the tw
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not change their locations at the MFLs of the3533
current sheet

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the geometrical structure of the
severely tilted current sheet during the Cluster crossing event on
Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of the geometrical structure of the severely tilted
3 August 2004 viewed toward the earth. The dashed line denotes
the
centralsheet
plane of
the current
sheet. The
red arrow
represents
the 2004 viewed toward the
current
during
the Cluster
crossing
event
on 3 Aug
current density. The directions of the magnetic field in the MFLs
have
been
marked
in the
figure.
Several
parameters
earth.
The
dashed
line
denotes
thegeometrical
central plane
of the of
current sheet. The red arrow
the current sheet are shown. ẑGSM and ϕ̂GSM are the base vectors
represents
theand
current
density.
The directions
of the magnetic
field in the MFLs have
along
the z axis
azimuthal
directions
in GSM coordinates,
respectively.

been marked in the figure. Several geometrical parameters of the current sheet are

shown. ẑ GSM and ϕ̂GSM are the base vectors along the z axis and azimuthal
same as that determined from Eq. (2). The angle ε between
e(1) and
the binormal
N̂ isrespectively.
very small, and is approxdirections
in GSM
coordinates,
imately 6.7◦ at the center of NS (panel 6). Therefore, the
tilt angle of the current sheet can be yielded from Eq. (4) as
δ≈ |90◦ −ε| ≈83.3◦ .
Panels 7–9 of Fig. 3b show the distribution of the current density in the current sheet. As illustrated in panel 7 of
Fig. 3b, the northern component jz is positive and occupies
Fig. 5. The transformation from the normal Harris type current
nearly all the current density, so that the current in the cursheet (upper panel) to the tilted current sheet (lower panel) through
rent sheet is almost northward or in the Z direction, further
Fig.
5 The
from the normal Harris typ
the
slipping
of thetransformation
MFLs.
indicating that this current sheet is vertical to the equatorial
plane. Similar to the first tilted current sheet on 5 Augustto the tilted current sheet (lower panel) through the slippin
2001 investigated above, the current density has one bifurcurrent sheet is a vertical current sheet with a tilted angle of
cated profile (Runov et al., 2003; Zelenyi et al., 2004; Asano
about 75◦ . The current in this tilted CS flows almost along Z
et al., 2005; Nakamura et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2006),
direction
and hasthe
a large
field-alignedof
component
at the(that
cen- is the
the current density maximizes at the two boundaries of the
Therefore
thickness
the NS
ter of its NS. Its normal is duskward at a direction of about
NS and minimizes at the center of the neutral sheet. And
(89.6◦ , 111
also the two humps of the current density overlap the twoboundaries
of◦ ).the NS) in the tilted current sheet is
peaks of the gradient of the magnetic strength. At the center
We may check the relationship between the thickness of
of the neutral sheet, the current becomes almost field-aligned
2hone
≈ 2ofhthese
δ . current sheets.
the NS and the tilt angle for
0 costilted
(panel 8), and the angle γB of the current from the magnetic
A Harris type current sheet with no guiding field By is shown
field is about 16◦ at the center of the NS (panel 9). The angle
upper panel
Fig. 5. If sheet
the neighboring
are field B
For in
thetheHarris
typein current
with noMFLs
guiding
γN of the current from the binormal N̂ remains constant and
slipping from each other while the configuration and orientais approximately 75◦ at the center of the NS.
tion of the MFLs remain unchanged (see the lower panel in
21
Fig. 5), the magnetic field (including its strength and direcThe parameters of this tilted current sheet are listed in Tation) at any fixed point of one MFL will not vary, so that the
ble 1. Figure 4 shows the demonstration of the geometrical
structure of the tilted current sheet during the Cluster crosstwo boundaries of the NS will not change their locations at
23
the MFLs of the current sheet.
ing event at 09:08–09:16 UT on 3 August 2004. In short, this
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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In Section 2.1, the features of the tail tilted current sheet have been investigated by
analyzing Cluster 4 point magnetic observations. Typically, the tilted current sheet is
closely
3534 related to the flapping motion of the tail current sheet. Here we may explore
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the properties of the tail current sheet flapping motion and its possible origin.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the propagation of the flapping waves of the
tail tilted current sheet.

Fig.6 Illustration of the propagation of the flapping waves of the tail tilted current
sheet

Here, by determining
propagationof
directions
based
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Therefore
the thickness
the NS
(that
is magnetic
the distance
may
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new two
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so that oneofcanthe
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of
tween
boundaries
NS) the
in propagation
the tilteddirection
current
current
sheet sheet
is flapping waves easily and intuitively. (Obviously, the timing analysis

2h ≈ 2h0 cos δ.

(6)
24

For the Harris type current sheet with no guiding field By,
the half-thickness h0 of the NS is equal to the minimum radius of curvature, Rc,min , of MFLs in the current sheet, i.e.,
h0 =Rc,min (see Appendix A in Shen et al., 2007a). So that
h ≈ Rc,min cos δ.

(7)

The above formula relates the half-thickness h of the NS to
the minimum radius of curvature, Rc,min , of MFLs and the
tilt angle δ of the current sheet. The parameters for the two
events in Table 1 satisfy this formula well. Equation (7) implies that the larger the tilt angle of the current sheet, the
thinner its NS and the larger the current density in the neutral sheet (Eq. 3). Runov et al. (2005a) have argued that the
thickness of the current sheet has no relationship with the
minimum radius of curvature of MFLs because they have not
included this influence of the tilt angle.
2.2

Flapping motion propagation of the tail current sheet

In Sect. 2.1, the features of the tail tilted current sheet have
been investigated by analyzing Cluster 4 point magnetic observations. Typically, the tilted current sheet is closely related to the flapping motion of the tail current sheet. Here we
may explore the properties of the tail current sheet flapping
motion and its possible origin.
Here, by determining propagation directions based on the
magnetic gradient, we may try a new perspective, so that
one can determine the propagation direction of current sheet
flapping waves easily and intuitively. (Obviously, the timing
analysis (Russell et al., 1983; Harvey, 1998; Schwartz, 1998;
Dunlop and Woodward, 1998; Sonnerup et al., 2008) can
also be used to analyse the propagation direction and velocity
of the current sheet flapping.) Figure 6 shows the sketched
flapping waves of the tail current sheet, assumed to propagate towards flanks in the pre-midnight or post-midnight region. Generally, in the tail current sheet, the gradient of the
magnetic strength ∇B points outward from the center of the
current sheet. The measured ∇B will reverse its direction
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008

when one current sheet crosses the spacecraft. When the flapping waves propagate towards the dawnside (duskside), ∇B
measured by the S/C will points first dawnward (duskward)
with its azimuthal angle ϕgB near to 270◦ (90◦ ), and then
duskward (dawnward) with its azimuthal angle ϕgB near to
90◦ (270◦ ). Therefore, the propagation directions of the flapping motion of the tail current sheet can be determined visually from the variation of the directional angle of ∇B, as
demonstrated in Fig. 6.
The second event introduced above in fact has a larger interval of interest in this regard. During 06:30–09:30 UT on 3
August 2004, Cluster observed one tail current sheet flapping
event, which has also been studied previously by Petrukovich
et al. (2006). When this CS flapping event occurs, Cluster is
at 19 RE geocentric distance, and its position angles in GSM
coordinates are (θ, ϕ)=(84◦ , 211◦ ) with a local time of 2.1 h.
Cluster is 9.64 RE away from the midnight meridian plane
at the dawnside tail. The average Cluster tetrahedron size
is approximately 890 km. Cluster is in fact situated close to
apogee and hardly moves at all in GSM in the three hours
indicated.
Figure 7a and b demonstrates the variations of the various parameters of the magnetic field as Cluster crosses the
CS periodically during this flapping event, in which the centers of the NS are marked by red vertical lines. Each time
Cluster crosses the center of the NS, the magnetic strength
drops to the minimum and the Bx changes its sign (panel 1
of Fig. 7a). The polar angle θB becomes very small (panel 2
of Fig. 7a), implying the magnetic field is nearly northward
there. The curvature radius of the MFLs minimizes (panel 4
of Fig. 7a) and the gradient of the magnetic strength has the
lowest value (panel 7 of Fig. 7a) and reverses its direction
(panel 8 of Fig. 7a). The magnetic rotation rates peak at the
center of the NS (panel 2 of Fig. 7b) and the current density
has very significant Z component jz and field-aligned component jB . The parameters at the center of the NS during
these series of CS crossing events are listed in Table 2. As
shown in panel 6 of Fig. 7a, during this CS flapping event,
the binormal N̂ of the MFLs is nearly constant and is about
(80◦ , 120◦ ) on average. The normal n̂ of the NS, as determined by the first eigenvector ê(1) in Table 2, deviated considerably from the northern direction, and generally leans to
the flank sides. Therefore, from the features of the NS deduced here, we may believe that the current sheet is tilted as
its NS crosses Cluster and that the tail current sheet is flapping. The various parameters for each tilted current sheet at
the Cluster crossing times are listed in Table 2. It is noted
that the half thickness h of the NS, the tilt angle δ and the
minimum radius of curvature, Rc,min , of MFLs in the current
sheet, as shown in Table 2, basically obey the relationship
h≈Rc,min cos δ (Eq. 7). With temporal evolution of the flapping motion, the slipping angle δ of the tail current sheet
generally gets larger and larger, while the half thickness h of
the NS becomes smaller and smaller and the current density
in the NS grows stronger and stronger. At the end, the tilted
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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Fig. 7a. The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during a series of Cluster crossings on 3 August 2004. The format of the figure is
just same as that of Fig. 1a.
Figure 7a

The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during a series of Cluster crossings on 3 Aug 2004. The format of the

figure is just same as that of Fig. 1a.

current sheet becomes a very-nearly vertical sheet. These
features manifest the gradually growing of the tail flapping
motion during 08:00–09:30 UT.
Between the neighboring NS crossing events, Cluster lies
at regions where the current sheet becomes a normal one,
as marked by violet vertical lines in Fig. 7a and b. During
these special periods, the flapping wave motion is sampled
at its wave crests or wave troughs. At these times, the first
eigenvector ê(1) (panel 3 of Fig. 7b), may be regarded as the
normal n̂ of the NS and is about northward. The angle ε is
about 90◦ (panel 6 of Fig. 7b), thus the tilt angle δ is nearly
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/

0◦ and the current density is almost totally duskward (panel 7
of Fig. 7b) andγN is nearly always zero (panel 9 of Fig. 7b).
During each NS crossing, the direction of ∇B is first
dawnward with its azimuthal angle ϕgB near to 270◦ , and
then duskward with its azimuthal angle ϕgB near to 90◦ , so
that all the tilted current sheets measured are moving toward
28 the dawnside and there are flapping waves in the tail current
sheet propagating dawnward. The normal velocity of each
NS is listed in Table 2 and we may estimate the phase velocity of the flapping waves. During 08:00–09:30 UT, the averaged tilted angle is hδi ≈67◦ , the averaged normal velocity
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008
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Fig. 7b. The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during a series of Cluster crossings on 3 August 2004. The format of the figure is
the same as Fig. 1b.
Figure 7b

The geometric structure of the tilted current sheet during a series of Cluster crossings

on 3 Aug 2004. The format of

the figure is the same as Fig. 1b.

of the NS is hVn i ≈27 Km/s. Thus, the phase velocity of
the flapping waves is hVP i ≈ hVn i / sin hδi ≈29 Km/s. The
averaged period of the flapping waves is hT i ≈14 min s, so
the expected wavelength is hλi ≈ hVP i · hT i ≈3.8 RE . Based
on the above analysis, we may give a demonstration of the
structure of ideal tail current sheet flapping waves propagating dawnward as in Fig. 8.
In order to make clear the features of the tail current sheet
flapping waves, we need to investigate more events. Table 3
shows the deduced features of the six important tail current
sheet flapping events from our methods (some physical parameters are not available for the event on 26 September
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008

2001 because Cluster is outside of the neutral sheet), which
have also been investigated in the literature (Sergeev et al.,
2003, 2004; Runov et al., 2005a, b; Zhang et al., 2002,
2005; Petrukovich et al., 2006). The locations of all these
events are about 10 RE away from the midnight meridian
and much nearer to the dawnside or duskside flanks. For
29these tail flapping events, the minimum curvature radius of
the MFLs in the current sheet is rather large, with typical
values of 0.32∼1.5 RE , while the neutral sheet, as Cluster
crosses, is very thin, with the averaged half thickness being about 0.14∼0.36 RE .This is caused by the slipping of the
MFLs and governed approximately by Eq. (7). While the

www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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Table 2. The parameters of the magnetic field at the center of the neutral sheet during the series of CS crossing events on 3 August 2004.

1/2

Time

Rc,min
(RE )

ê(1) (n̂)
(θe1 , ϕe1 )

b̂
(θB , ϕB )

µ1 max
(π/RE )

j
(µA/m2 )

γB

γN

δ≈ 90◦ −ε

N̂
(θN , ϕN )

h
(RE )

Vn
(km/s)

08:06:30
08:15:40
08:19:30
08:26:30
08:40:00
08:54:40
09:13:00
09:19:00
09:25:15
09:27:40

0.83
0.74
0.88
0.69
1.4
0.97
1.8
1.3
0.96
0.77

(64◦ , 306◦ )
(48◦ , 116◦ )
(106◦ , 129◦ )
(55◦ , 115◦ )
(104◦ , 115◦ )
(49◦ , 125◦ )
(89◦ , 115◦ )
(79◦ , 125◦ )
(82◦ , 127◦ )
(83◦ , 113◦ )

(16◦ , 253◦ )
(11◦ , 322◦ )
(12◦ , 307◦ )
(6.9◦ , 288◦ )
(20◦ , 304◦ )
(20◦ , 293◦ )
(8.7◦ , 269◦ )
(12◦ , 267◦ )
(2.1◦ , 298◦ )
(12◦ , 280◦ )

0.69
0.80
0.80
0.95
0.39
0.88
1.6
2.1
2.2
2.8

0.0016
0.0022
0.0017
0.0019
0.00067
0.0025
0.0047
0.0068
0.0062
0.014

39◦
144◦
26◦
161◦
77◦
140◦
16◦
162◦
172◦
169◦

53◦
56◦
68◦
78◦
154◦
64◦
75◦
81◦
86◦
87◦

54◦
57◦
63◦
61◦
54◦
67◦
83.3◦
80◦
75◦
78◦

(80◦ , 126◦ )
(80◦ , 127◦ )
(79◦ , 125◦ )
(84◦ , 126◦ )
(71◦ , 105◦ )
(70◦ , 122◦ )
(82◦ , 114◦ )
(81◦ , 116◦ )
(88◦ , 114◦ )
(85◦ , 123◦ )

0.46
0.40
0.40
0.34
0.82
0.36
0.20
0.15
0.14
0.11

31
13
27
19
49
24
9.2
40
17
17

Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of the ideal flapping waves moving dawnward in the tail.
Figure 8 Schematic illustration of the ideal flapping waves moving dawnward in the tail
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angle being about 65º~75º. The phase velocities of these flapping waves are
approximately 22~72 Km / s , while their periods and wavelengths are about 10~32min
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Fig. 9 The solar wind conditions as observed by the ACE spacecraft and the physical quantities of the tail current sheet measured

Fig. 9. The solar wind conditions as observed by the ACE spacecraft and the physical quantities of the tail current sheet measured by Cluster
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Fig. 10 The solar wind conditions as observed by ACE spacecraft and physical quantities of the tail current sheet measured by

Fig. 10. The solar wind conditions as observed by ACE spacecraft and physical quantities of the tail current sheet measured by Cluster during
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Fig. 11. In Panel 4-6, the data before UT12:00 are pseudo due to the unavailability of actual observation data.

the tail current sheet flapping motion on 3 August 2001 is
possibly created by interaction between the magnetosphere
and the solar wind with fast velocity and high dynamic pressure. Figure 10 demonstrates that another tail current sheet
flapping event occurring on 5 August 2001. From Fig. 10
we may see that the tail flapping motion takes place during the solar wind velocity enhancement period. The current
sheet flapping motion during 13:00–15:40 UT occurs within
the interval of the recovery phase of a strong substorm; while
the current sheet flapping motion during 15:40–18:00 UT appears when the magnetosphere is quiet. So that, the enhance-

www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/

ment of the solar wind velocity is possibly the cause generating this tail flapping wave motion on 5 August 2001.
Therefore, the enhancements of the velocity or/and the dynamic pressure of the solar wind may possibly lead to the
occurrence of the tail flapping motion. Figure 11 shows
schematically the possible mechanism of the tail flapping
motion. The tail flapping waves may be the standing waves
of the tail propagating crossing the tail caused by the impact
of the disturbed solar wind. More work will be required to
make clear the mechanism of tail flapping.
35
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Fig. 11. Demonstration of the flapping motion of the near earth tail caused by the impact of disturbed solar wind.

Fig. 11 Demonstration of the flapping motion of the near earth tail caused by the impact of

disturbed
wind. events.
Table 3. Parameters
of tailsolar
CS flapping
Events

R
(RE )

3 Aug 2001,
19
08:30–10:30 UT
5 Aug 2001,
19.3
13:00–18:00 UT
26 Sep 2001,
19.3
22:15–>23:20 UT
20 Oct 2001,
18
09:30–10:00 UT
3 Aug 2004,
19
06:30–09:30 UT
5 Aug 2004,
18.5
13:00–18:00 UT

3

(θ ,ϕ)
in GSM

LT
(h)

Y in GSM
(RE )

hBmin i
(nT)

Rc,min
(RE )

hhi
(RE )

hδi

hVn i
(Km/s)

hVP i
(Km/s)

hT i
(min s)

hλi
(RE )

Lifetime

Propagation
direction

Magnetospheric
activities

(81◦ , 207◦ )

1.8

−8.5

13

1.5

0.36

75◦

21

22

32

6.6

2h

dawnward

Later recovery

0.24

58◦

61

72

12

8.1

5h

dawnward

>1 h

duskward

13:00–15:40 UT: Strong;
15:40–18:00 UT: quiet
weak

(85◦ , 206◦ )

1.7

−8.4

(91◦ , 158◦ )

22.5

7.2

12.0

0.6

(94◦ , 138◦ )

20.8

12

2.8

0.32

0.14

65◦

40

44

10

4.2

0.5 h

duskward

quiet

(84◦ , 211◦ )

2.1

−9.8

6.3

1.0

0.28

67◦

27

29

14

3.8

3h

dawnward

quiet

(82◦ , 210◦ )

2.0

−9.2

6.2

0.95

0.28

65◦

31

34

17.5

5.6

5hrs

dawnward

weak

Summary and conclusions

Tilted current sheets and current sheet flapping waves in
the Earth’s magnetotail are frequently occurring phenomena which have drawn much recent attention. The purpose
of this paper is to clearly understand the geometrical structure of the tail tilted current sheet and current sheet flapping waves based on Cluster (Escoubet et al., 2001) multiple spacecraft measurements. To achieve this goal, previously developed multi-point data analysis methods (Shen et
al., 2003, 2007a, b), i.e. curvature analysis and magnetic rotation analysis (MRA), are applied in this research. By using
the previously developed multiple point data analysis methods (Shen et al., 2003, 2007a, b, 2008), we have investigated
the geometrical structures of tilted current sheet and tail flapping waves. The configurations of the tilted current sheet
have been directly and clearly revealed for the first time, as
illustrated in Figs. 2, 4 and 5. As in previous investigations 36
(Shen et al., 2007a), the neutral
sheet (NS) is defined as the
√
region within which B≤ 2Bmin in the current sheet. The
magnetic field vector rotates about 90◦ in the NS (Shen et
al., 2008b), so the NS is actually the magnetic vector rotation layer in the current sheet. We have given the explicit and
Ann. Geophys., 26, 3525–3543, 2008

quantitative definition of the tilt angle of the tilted current
sheet for the first time: the tilt angle δ of the tilted current
sheet as the complementary angle of the angle between the
normal n̂ of the CS and the binormal N̂ of the MFLs in the
NS.
We summarize the common features of the tilted current
sheet as follows:
1. The MFLs of the tilted CS are plane curves similar that
of the normal CS except that the neighboring MFLs slip
relative to each other in the plane of curvature. The osculating planes of the MFLs in the tilted CS are approximately vertical to the equatorial plane, and the binormals of the MFLs are generally along the dawn-dusk
direction. However, the normal of the tilted CS deviates
from the south-north (Z) direction and leans to the flank
sides.
2. The magnetic vector rotates substantially within the NS
of the tilted current sheet. The half thickness of the NS
is generally much less than the minimum radius of the
curvature of the MFLs. The half thickness h of the NS,
the tilt angle δ and the minimum radius of curvature,
Rc,min , of MFLs in the current sheet normally obey the
www.ann-geophys.net/26/3525/2008/
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relationship h≈Rc,min cos δ. In general, the more tilted
the current sheet, the thinner the NS.
3. In the NS of the tilted current sheet, the field-aligned
current component is very large, has a one-peak profile
and maximizes at the center of the CS.
4. The larger the tilt-angle of the tilted CS, the stronger
the current density in its NS. In some of the tilted CS
cases, the current density profile may have a bifurcated
profile. The current density maximizes near the two
boundaries of the NS and minimizes at the center of the
neutral sheet, the two humps of the current density often superpose the two peaks of the gradient of magnetic
strength. This may indicate the significant contribution
of the magnetic gradient drift current.
The tilted current sheet typically appears along with the occurrence of tail current sheet flapping waves. Six current
sheet flapping motion events have been analyzed in this research. It is found that, for these tail flapping events, the minimum radius of the curvature of the MFLs in the current sheet
is about 0.32∼1.5 RE on average, while the averaged half
thickness of the neutral sheet is only about 0.14∼0.36 RE .
During these tail flapping motion as measured by Cluster,
the current sheet is tilted severely, its tilt angle may be about
65◦ ∼75◦ in average. The phase velocities of these flapping
waves are approximately 22∼72 Km/s, and the wavelengths
are about 3.5∼8.1 RE . The lifetime of one tail flapping motion is about several hours. The tail flapping waves generally
occur during quiet or weak activity periods. The locations of
the observed tail flapping motions are about ten earth radii
far away from the midnight meridian. These observations
have shown that the tail flapping motions are large scale and
long-lasting global processes, which may possibly be caused
by the interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere when there are enhancements of the velocity or/and
the dynamic pressure of the solar wind. The actual mechanism of the tail flapping waves and the source of their energy
are still unclear. More observational and theoretical work
is needed for a fuller understanding of the generation and
evolution of tail flapping waves, and their roles on magnetospheric processes.
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